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Abstract— Housing price growth is a complex mixture of ex-
ternal factors such as the growth of the economy, unemployment
rates and the supply of land. It is also strongly dependent upon
buyer and seller perceptions and attitudes, particularly during a
boom period. External factors may be captured by a variety of
methods, but the emergent price and sale volume resulting from
human interactions is a problem in the dynamics of multiple
cognitive agents. We describe a RePast model for house price
growth using real-world GIS data with a fuzzy logic framework
for modelling agent behaviour.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Complex Systems Theory and Application as
discipline in its own right is changing the way we model many
characteristics of the physical, biological and social world.
Whereas aggregate models subserve many purposes, they often
do not perform well for complex systems, characterised by
many interacting entities. In the geographic world cellular
automata models of urban development have been around
for some time, such as the SLEUTH models of Clarke et
al. [9] urban growth in Santa Barbara, or the fractal cities
of Batty and Longley [5]. Other models of urbanisation or
land transformation use data fitting techniques, such as neural
networks [23].

The “new wave” of complex systems modelling in geo-
graphy is what Benenson and Torrens call geosimulation, in
a 2004 special issue of Computers, Environment and Urban
Systems [6]. These are agent models, where the interacting
entities include people, with all their inherent complexities
and difficulties. For example, Arentze and Timmermans [3]
develop a model of retail site development following inter-
actions among numerous heterogeneous stakeholders such as
planners, developers and suppliers.

Miller et al [21] build a very large scale model, ILUTE
(Integrated Land-Use, Transportation, Environment) in which
a large number of individuals are tracked through life, using a
combination of rule-based decision making and random-utility
functions. Their model, which includes real-estate values, is
not yet fully calibrated or validated.

A. Agent Based Modelling

Brain Arthur was one of the pioneers of complex systems
thinking in economics. He addressed the issue of bounded
rationality in economic simulations and explored the idea of
calibrated agents, where the agents were matched directly
against the choice behaviour of human subjects determined
experimentally [4]. Arthur’s pioneering studies showed that

such calibrated simulations may verge from optimal or equi-
librium states.

Bonabeau [7] suggests several criteria for the use of ABM:
capturing emergence; natural description; and flexibility. The
methodology is already in use at NASDAQ and Ernst and
Young for financial modelling [7]. All these criteria are met by
house markets. The boom bust cycles, which everybody would
like to predict, seem intractable, while as noted in section I-
D, house valuers still consistently make large errors and miss
major trends. Attempting to model individual buyer behaviour
is interesting, and the subject of much ongoing research, both
within and across countries [11]. Flexibility is important across
several dimensions, such as regional changes, government
taxation, and external factors such as the attractiveness of the
share market as an investment vehicle. ABM can graft on these
different factors as required, while continuing to add more and
more accurate vendor/buyer behaviour as research becomes
available.

B. Housing Choice

Many factors contribute to housing choice [10]. Macro-
level factors relate to general economic conditions. Micro-level
factors usually include income, household composition, found
to be particularly important by Yates [25], and other objective
quantities. But Coolen and Hoekstra [10] argue that there are
other significant micro factors relating to individual values,
which they assess using interviews and means-end theory.

For the purposes of an ABM there are limits to the com-
plexity of choice, which the model can exploit. If factors are
unknown, or vary widely across a given population group, then
too many factors become impossible to optimise. Furthermore,
any optimisation is likely to be data specific and to generalise
badly [17]. Hence we aggregate factors as follows:

• Macro-level factors are condensed into the single para-
meter market perception

• Spatial factors are objective quantities which relate to
house position, elevation, orientation and so on which
we compute precisely from GIS data, although real world
values may not perfectly reflect cognitive space [19]. In
a qualitative study in the UK, Ireland and Australia, Daly
et al. [11] found location and proximity to amenities to
be the most important attributes of house value while
the Militino study [20] also found spatial factors to be
dominant.
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• Attitude factors which define how eager a vendor is to
sell or a buyer to buy and how greedy he or she is, i.e.
how long accepting an offer will be delayed until it meets
some internalised financial target.

• Motivational factors determine the reasons for buying
and selling, principally first home ownership, trading up
or down (usually linked to family size) moving into a
neighbourhood and investing.

1) Fuzzy Logic: There are numerous ways of representing
human decision processes, and neural networks might seem
the obvious choice. However, they are something of a black
box technique. In modelling social systems, we want to be
able to introduce heuristics based on psychology, sociology
and market research.

Fuzzy logic [26] is a good candidate, since it captures the
way we think. Essentially our assessments are not binary but
more diffuse – close to a school is not less than some exact
distance, but a more malleable quantity. Fuzzy systems are
used in GIS modelling [12], but also in the modelling of
personality itself [14], [22]

C. Other Approaches

Other approaches to house price simulation include soft
computing methodologies such as neural networks [24] for
house prices in South Australia. Li and Revesz [18] develop
state of the art spatial-temporal interpolation techniques and
apply them to real estate in Lincoln, Nebraska. Militino et
al. use a variety of data fitting approaches for Spanish com-
munities [20]. Gelfand et al. study Baton-Rouge, Louisiana
by fitting spatio-temporal stochastic processes, while Case et
al. compare four different methods for Inner Fairfax County.
However, none of the alternative approaches have the flexib-
ility and the ease of examining different scenarios into the
future as ABM.

D. Valuation

Although housing vendors and buyers have definite desires
and goals in house purchase, the price they pay is strongly
influenced by valuers. Trust in them may be misplaced. Daly
et al. [11] uncovered some disturbing factors:

1) valuers frequently ignore buyer behaviour with an undue
emphasis on physical attributes of the property

2) they are strongly affected, possibly pressured, by lenders
who essentially desire confirmation of the loan they
propose

These characteristics of vendors led many of them to
court in the UK housing crash of the early 1990s, where
many ordinary wage earners faced bankruptcy as their house
value fell below their loan and lenders foreclosed. Daly et
al [11] assert that little changed thereafter in valuer skill and
methodology.

E. Bathurst as a Model Domain

Bathurst is Australia’s oldest inland city, with a population
of around 35,000. The university accounts for almost 4000
people during term time and thus has a significant economic

and residential impact. Bathurst is especially interesting on
the house price front. A decade ago, prices in several bands
were comparable with Canberra for a given size of property
and land, yet the boom in Canberra has not been realised
in Bathurst. The long term trends, however, have some key
factors:

• the pressures on Sydney are increasing and it is some-
times argued that Sydney is reaching the limits of growth;

• a recent report shows that Bathurst’s infrastructure can
support an almost doubling of the number of houses
without significant development;

• the Great Western Highway to Sydney is continually
improving. The distance to Sydney is 200km, but much
of the road is single carriageway with 60 and 80km speed
limits. Journey times could be cut by up to an hour when
road widening is complete.

• the small size of the city means that variations between
suburbs, although they exist, are relatively small. But
there are some strong negatives. Some streets are highly
prone to subsidence, while houses near the river are at
risk of floods. A serious flood a few years ago caused
450 houses to be evacuated.

Perhaps, most important of all, is the development of a
technology park. At the time of writing the feasibility study
is complete, the appropriate land has been gazetted, and the
initial funding is being organised. Some estimates put the job
increase at over 5,000, adding pressure to the housing market.
Labour markets are important factors in mobility and house
price effects [25].

Closely related to the impact of the technology park, is what
Richard Florida describes as the rise of the creative class [13].
The new generation of graphics designers, new media experts,
software engineers and other knowledge workers, brings a new
demographic to labour markets. Such people choose the area
where they wish to live first, and the job second, and according
to Florida, tend to be biased to outdoor recreation. Thus we
can expect attractive regional areas to be favoured. Byron Bay
in Northern New South Wales is reputed to have the largest
community of new media workers in Australia, outside of
Sydney.

The long-lived house price book of the last decade led to
an obsession with investor property, and unreachable prices in
many parts of Sydney. As a result Bathurst attracted investor
interest – as a place where middle income people could afford
an investment property.

II. METHODS

The agent based modelling system we use is RePast, written
in Java. Although RePast has a wide range of tools, for the
present project, additional software is required.

A. Stage 1: Preparing initial data

ARCInfo was used for processing spatial data from the
city provided by Land and Property Information NSW. Each
of the spatial attributes was calculated using ARCInfo. This
information was then indexed using the parcel id attributes
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(the unique values used identify all houses in the Bathurst
area) present in the exported data. The spatial factors then
influence how buyer and seller modify the price relative to the
neighbourhood.

B. Stage 2: Determination of fuzzy rules for spatial attributes

In earlier work [1] we describe the process of fitting house
prices to spatial data. Two methods were used for cross refer-
ence – feed forward neural networks trained using Levenberg-
Marquadt and zeroth order Sugeno fuzzy inference systems.
The fuzzy inference system was simplified using subclustering
as described by [8]. Both gave comparable results and the
fuzzy logic was transferred to the next stage.

The complexity of the neural and fuzzy modelling made
the Matlab Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network toolboxes a
practical choice for the spatial analysis. The integration with
RePast presented some challenges, however. Both Matlab and
Java operate within their own environments, in the case of
Matlab a workspace operating on ASCII scripts (m-files) with
access to compiled subroutine libraries, in the case of Java a
virtual machine, which dynamically processes byte codes. It
is feasible to call Java RePast library routines from Matlab at
the top level. But it is not efficient to repeatedly call Matlab
from within Java.

Thus a fuzzy logic toolbox in Java was sourced for RePast
integration. The NRC FuzzyJ toolbox fulfilled our require-
ments. Integration within the agent framework is now straight-
forward. Each agent (buyer/vendor in the present simulation)
now has a number of attributes that are fuzzy variables, as
detailed in section. These variables are listed in tables II,
III and IV and include eagerness to buy/sell and the agent’s
perception of the market.

The houses are represented in the system by a Parcel JAVA
class (representing a house) that incorporates all the spatial
information from the local council records and stores them as
simple data types. This information is managed internally by
an abstract SpatialHandler JAVA class that allows the agents
to access the spatial attributes while maintaining the integrity
of the information.

C. Stage 3: Allocation of agent characteristics

The characteristics of each buyer and vendor fall into two
categories, the first objective, the second subjective.

The objective parameters include income, family data (kids)
and various other factors, which are all obtained from Census
data. The Australian Census operates on Collection Districts
(CDs) of around 200 houses [2] Thus for each CD we have
the income and other statistics from which agents are created
at random using the distribution for the CD. (The data is not
available at the level of single households but only as CD
aggregates).

In the current version of the model, we consider only buyers
and vendors from within the Bathurst area, as defined by the
Census. The effect of investment from Sydney and elsewhere,
(which has become particularly significant in the last 5 years)
is the subject of future work.

The subjective parameters are the attitudes of individuals to
negotiation and their perceptions, such as how they perceive
the housing market. These parameters are set using normal
distributions about average values of 0.5 in a range of 0-1.

1) Setting the Price: At present the price is set in a
straightforward way. The sales within a 1km radius are av-
eraged. This has the disadvantage that it does not correct
for inflation or deflation which has already occurred in the
neighbourhood. This price value is then combined with the
interest and unemployment rates, obtained from national data,
to create the market perception.

D. Stage 4: Assembling and running the model

The agents now need to be assigned to a spatial grid.
The RePast GIS module is used to import the Bathurst maps
directly, hence the agents are located on a heterogeneous
network reflecting real data.

The interaction and visibility between agents are governed
by the core functionality itself, which is divided up into several
processes. Firstly a randomly uniform number of Vendor
agents (the sellers) between numbers specified at runtime are
created and linked to a Parcel (or house), specified at random,
which they will be selling. Also their greed and eagerness
factors are also generated as random numbers distributed
uniformly between 0 and 1. The next action is to create the
buyer agents with the same attributes as the vendors.

Once the agents have been created the agent interaction
can commence. The decision systems used to determine the
behaviour is largely fuzzy logic based with a constant variation
equation on such things as setting house price and determining
a bidding price. Firstly the Vendor makes an estimation of
what their house is worth by a weighted factoring in of their
own houses last sale price and the recent sales in the area
as stored in the systems transaction log. After evaluating their
house the buyer uses its fuzzy rules system to determine if the
market is supportive of them selling their house, at which point
they decide whether or not to put their house on the market.
That complete, now each buyer agent sequentially traverses
the list of vendor agents for a house that can be afforded and
then they make a bid for that house based on both socio-
economic factors and the spatial variables of the house. These
factors are examined by a hybrid system of fuzzy logic and
static equations to produce a decision on whether the buyer
will bid or hold out for a better deal. The vendor agent then
asses the offer made by the buyer, which is once again a fuzzy
logic process, and either accepts or rejects the offer.

If a house has been on the market for longer than a simulated
year then it is removed from the list to be randomly assigned to
another vendor at a later time, (In keeping with actual market
practices).

This cycle is repeated until all the houses extracted from the
data provided by the local council have been sold (in order for
a comparison to be made against the existing data).

The model is run with a time step of 3 months. Sales are
shown on the Bathurst map and as cumulative statistics of
house price growth average.
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Fuzzy Variable Fuzzy set desc Membership function Range
InterestRate Low ZFuzzySet 0 - 10
InterestRate Medium GaussBell 7 - 13
InterestRate High SFuzzySet 10 - 15
UnemploymentRate Low ZFuzzySet 0 - 10
UnemploymentRate Medium GaussBell 7 - 13
UnemploymentRate High SFuzzySet 10 - 15
MedianPrice Cool ZFuzzySet -10 - 2
MedianPrice Hot SFuzzySet 0 - 10
MarketPerception Negative ZFuzzySet 0 - 1.5
MarketPerception Positive SFuzzySet 0.5 - 2

TABLE I

MARKETPERCEPT (USED TO DETERMINE IF THE MARKET IS POSITIVE OR

NEGATIVE)

Fuzzy Variable Fuzzy set desc Membership function Range
MarketPercept Positive SFuzzySet 0.5 – 2
MarketPercept Negative ZFuzzySet 0 – 1.5
Eager Low ZFuzzySet 0–0.6
Eager Medium GaussBell 0.4 – 0.8
Eager High SFuzzySet 0.4 – 1
VendorIntent Sell Triangle 1 – 2
VendorIntent Hold Triangle 0 – 1

TABLE II

VSELL (USED TO DETERMINE IF THE VENDOR WILL PUT THE HOUSE UP

FOR SALE)

E. Determining market climate

The fuzzy variables are used in determining the climate of
the housing market are given in table I. The specified fuzzy
rules are:

IF InterestRate is Low AND UnemploymentRate is
Low AND MedianPrice is Hot THEN MarketPerception
is Positive

IF InterestRate is High AND UnemploymentRate is
High AND MedianPrice is Cool THEN MarketPerception
is Negative

IF MedianPrice is Cool THEN MarketPerception is
Negative

IF InterestRate is High AND UnemploymentRate is
High AND MedianPrice is Hot THEN MarketPerception
is Positive

IF InterestRate is Medium AND UnemploymentRate is
Medium AND MedianPrice is Hot THEN MarketPercep-
tion is Positive

F. Deciding whether to sell

The fuzzy variables associated with the vendors decision to
sell are given in table II. The associated fuzzy rules are:

IF MarketPercept is Positive AND Eager is High THEN
VendorIntent is Sell

IF MarketPercept is Negative AND Eager is Low THEN
VendorIntent is Hold

G. Accepting an offer

The decision of whether to accept an offer uses the fuzzy
variables in table III. The rules are as follows:

Fuzzy Variable Fuzzy set desc Membership function Range
MarketPercept Positive SFuzzySet 0.5 – 2
MarketPercept Negative ZFuzzySet 0 –1.5
Eager Low ZFuzzySet 0– 0.6
Eager Medium GaussBell 0.4 – 0.8
Eager High SFuzzySet 0.4 – 1
VendorIntent Accept Triangle 1 – 2
VendorIntent Reject Triangle 0 – 1

TABLE III

VACCEPT (USED TO DETERMINE IF THE VENDOR ACCEPTS A BUYERS

OFFER)

Fuzzy Variable Fuzzy set desc Membership function Range
MarketPercept Positive SFuzzySet 0.5 – 2
MarketPercept Negative ZFuzzySet 0 – 1.5
Eager Low ZFuzzySet 0 – 0.6
Eager Medium GaussBell 0.4 – 0.8
Eager High SFuzzySet 0.4 – 1
MakeOffer Match Triangle 1 – 2
MakeOffer Nomatch Triangle 0 – 1

TABLE IV

MAKEOFFER (USED TO DETERMINE IF THE BUYER MAKES AN OFFER ON

THE HOUSE)

IF MarketPercept is Positive AND Eager is High THEN
VendorIntent is Accept

IF MarketPercept is Negative AND Eager is Low THEN
VendorIntent is Reject

H. Making an offer

The buyer makes a decision to either match the proposed
price from the vendor, or reduce the price according to the
following rules, with the fuzzy variables given in table IV.
The rules are:

IF MarketPerception is Positive AND Eagerness is High
THEN MakeOffer is Match

IF MarketPerception is Negative AND Eagerness is Low
THEN MakeOffer is Nomatch

III. DISCUSSION

From the information collected, a simplified model of the
system has been developed. Its output includes a overview
mapping of transactions in Bathurst (figure 1) which indicated
which houses have been sold, where they are located and what
their value was. Also included is a graph showing the trends
in agent population in figure 2, which details when the market
is a ’buyer’s market’ and when it is a ’vendors market’, with
a higher ratio of buyers to vendors meaning that sale prices
will likley be high, and a higher ration of vendors to buyers
meaning that prices will be low. Finally, a graph is included
showing the average value of sales for the given time period
in figure 3.

We have described the first version of our agent-based
model of house prices. Real GIS data is combined with fuzzy
logic to determine buyer and seller transactions.

The next generation of the model will optimise the fuzzy
parameters against subsets of housing data using genetic
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Fig. 1. Bathurst: houses sold in the bathurst area and their location

Fig. 2. Graph showing the population sizes of both Buyer and Vendor agents
over time

algorithms, following a similar approach to the optimisation
of cellular automata models of urban growth by Clarke and
Goldstein [15], [16].

The next decade is likely to be quite interesting for the
Bathurst housing market with our simulations able to show
the growth for various scenarios in the offing.
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